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Abstract
We give a supersymmetric extension to the six-dimensional Penrose transform and
give an integral formula for the on-shell (0, 2) supermultiplet. The relationship between
super fields on space-time and twistor space is clarified and the space-time superfield
constraint equations are derived from the geometry of supertwistor space. We also
explain the extension to more general (0, n) supermultiplets and give twistor actions
for these theories.
1
1 Introduction
Twistor methods have become powerful tools in the study of supersymmetric gauge theory
in four dimensions [1, 2, 3]. Much progress in the study of 4-dimensional gauge theories also
arises from higher dimensional considerations, both via considerations of the (0, 2) theory
in 6 dimensions and the AdS5/CFT correpsondence. It is natural to ask whether these
twistor techniques can be extended to higher dimensional theories with large amounts of
supersymmetry as a first step to making contact with these higher dimensional approaches.
This question is not just one of finding more efficient methods of calculation; the character
of twistor space is very sensitive to space-time dimension and so it is possible that some of
the features of poorly understood theories, that only occur in higher dimensions, may be
more readily understood from a twistor description.
In [4, 5] the description of linearised six-dimensional conformal field theories in twistor
space was investigated. This article is a sequel to [4] and considers the extension of the
results of [4] to (2, 0) supersymmetry. The relevant (2, 0) supertwistor space was introduced
in [6, 7], following on from the work of [8]; however, the twistor superfields and Penrose
transform presented in [7] does not correctly reproduce the chiral superspace superfield [9]
which is known to correctly describe the massless linear (2, 0) supermultiplet. In this article
we present an integral transform which does correctly reproduce the space-time superfield.
One of the notable features of the supertwistor description is that remarkable simplicity of
the twistor superfield; the space-time superfield involves sixteen terms, many of which are
quite complicated, by contrast the twistor representative has only five simple terms. Indeed,
the (2, 0) twistor superfield is analogous to the corresponding twistor representative which
describes the N = 4 super Yang-Mills multiplet in four dimensions. Given the simplicity
with which supeconformal theories incorporating self-dual fields have been described by using
twistor geomery, it is hoped that twistor space might provide a more natural framework in
which to investigate more exotic theories such as the six-dimensional (2, 0) superconformal
theory. We remark that the (1, 1) six-dimensional super Yang-Mills theory has been discussed
from a six-dimensional analogue of the four-dimensional ambitwistor perspective in [10].
The outline of this paper is as follows. In the following section, we review some of the
salient features of bosonic conformal field theories in terms of twistor variables, including
descriptions of self-dual gerbes, chiral fermions and scalar fields. In section three we recall
the definition of (2, 0) supersymmetry in terms of superfields on chiral superspace M and the
supertwistor space introduced in [6, 7]; in section four we define the direct Penrose transform
from twistor superfields on (2, 0) supertwistor space Q to superfields on complexified chiral
superspace M. In section five we show that the content of the linearised (2, 0) theory can be
encoded as an element of H2 on supertwistor space. In section six we use the results of the
previous section to construct first order twistor actions on supertwistor space. We outline
how these constructions extend to massless linearised field theories with (2, 0) supersymmetry
and also discuss the conjectured (4, 0) superconformal theory [11, 12] which is conjectured
to describe an as yet poorly understood, non-geometric, model of gravity.
2
2 Twistor geometry
In this section we summarise features of the twistor description of linearised bosonic confor-
mal field theories in six-dimensional twistor space1. Points in complexified space-time, C6,
can be parametrized by xAB = −xBA where A,B = 1, 2, 3, 4 are spinor indices. In these
coordinates the metric becomes
ds2 =
1
2
εABCD dx
AB dxCD ,
where εABCD = ε[ABCD]. Twistor space is a 6-quadric Q ⊂ CP
7 given, in homogenous
coordinates on CP7
Z =
(
ωA
piA
)
A,B = 1, 2, 3, 4,
by
Z2 = ωApiA = 0 .
A point x in space-time corresponds to a CP3 ⊂ Q, which we will denote by Sx, determined
by the incidence relation
ωA = xABpiB . (1)
Here we take piA to be homogeneous coordinates on the CP
3, Sx. Given some region R in
space-time (which could, for example be a real slice) we denote the region in twistor space,
swept out by the Sx for x in the region R, as Q
′.
We will be interested in a certain family of conformally invariant massless fields φA1...An
of spin n/2
Γn = {φA1...An = φ(A1...An) on R |∇
BA1φA1...An = 0} .
There are two ways of expressing such space-time fields on twistor space: in terms of coho-
mology classes either in H3(Q′,O(−n− 4)) or in H2(Q′,O(n− 2), where n/2 is the spin of
the field in question (we will abbreviate these to H3(−n− 4) and H2(n− 2)). Cohomology
classes in Hp(r) can be represented in a variety of ways: traditionally they are represented
by holomorphic functions of homogeneity degree r defined on intersections of r + 1 sets of
some cover of a region of Q by Stein neighbourhoods. However, here we will consider them
as ∂¯-closed (0, p)-forms modulo exact forms.
The relationship between these two descriptions of the same Γn turns out to be intimately
tied up with the notion of extending these cohomology classes off the quadric Q into CP7
(i.e., to formal neighbourhoods of Q in CP7) [4]. Elements of H3(−n− 4) may be extended
off the quadric without obstruction although there is much ambiguity in the extension at
each order. Nontrivial elements of H2(n− 2) can be extended uniquely to the n− 1st formal
neighbourhood but beyond this there is an obstruction to extending it to the nth order
precisely given by the corresponding H3(−n− 4). This relationship between the elements of
H3(−n− 4) and elements of H2(n− 2) can be expressed by [4]
∂¯c ∼ (ω · pi)n+1g (2)
where c ∈ H2(n− 2) and g ∈ H3(−n− 4).
1See [13, 14] for an introduction to four-dimensional twistor geometry and [3] for a review of recent
applications to N = 4 Yang-Mills theory. Discussions of six-dimensional twistor geometry may also be found
in [15].
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The transform from elements of H3(−n−4) to space-time fields is given explicitly by the
direct Penrose transform given by the integral representation
φA1...An =
∫
Sx
D3pi piApiB h(ω, pi) , D
3pi := εABCDpiA dpiB ∧ dpiC ∧ dpiD ,
where the integrand is restricted to the Sx ≃ CP
3 ⊂ Q defined by the incidence relation (1).
For the (2, 0) multiplet we will be most interested in the special cases
HAB(x) =
∫
Sx
D3pi piApiB h(ω, pi) , ΨA(x) =
∫
Sx
D3pi piA ψ(ω, pi) , Φ(x) =
∫
Sx
D3pi φ(ω, pi) .
The space-time fields, defined in this way, automatically satisfy the equations of motion
∇ACHCB = 0, ∇ABΨB = 0 and ✷Φ = 0. Elements of H2(n − 2) may be related to their
space-time counterparts by the potential, modulo gauge, argument given in the Appendix
of [4] and also [5] or by the relation (2).
3 (2, 0) Supertwistor Geometry
In this article we are primarily interested in extending the analysis in [4] of linear six-
dimensional conformally invariant field theories to linear superconformal field theories. The
supertwistor geometry presented in [7, 8] is reviewed in this section. To motivate the
superspace-time, we review the space-time superfield description of the (2, 0) chiral super-
multiplet [9].
3.1 (2,0) Superspace
The complexified (2, 0)-superspace is C6|16 with coordinates (xAB, θAα) where α, β, ... =
1, 2, 3, 4 are indices for the R-symmetry group2 Sp(2)≃SO(5) so that there is an invariant
skew tensor Ωαβ . We can use Ωαβ and its inverse Ωαβ , which satisfy Ω
αβΩβγ = δ
α
γ to raise
and lower the R-symmetry indices. Because Ωαβ is skew, we must be careful about signs
when we raise and lower indices and stick to the convention that Aα = ΩαβAβ, Aα = ΩαβA
β
noting that with this convention ΩαβΩ
αβ = −4.
We recall the left and right acting covariant superspace derivatives
DαA = −Ω
αβ ∂
∂θAβ
+ θBα∇AB , Q
α
A = Ω
αβ ∂
∂θAβ
+ θBα∇AB , (3)
where
∇AB :=
∂
∂xAB
.
These satisfy the (anti)commutation relations
{QαA, Q
β
B} = −2Ω
αβ∇AB, {D
α
A, Q
β
B} = 0 {D
α
A,D
β
B},= 2Ω
αβ∇AB .
The QαA generate the (2,0) supersymmetry algebra and D
α
A the supersymmetrically-invariant
operators..
2This is the isometry group of the S4 factor in the dual AdS7 × S4 theory.
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The field content of the (2,0) theory consists of a self-dual gerbe curvature HAB(x) (with
three on-shell degrees of freedom), eight fermions ΨαA(x) (or ‘gerbinos’) and five scalars
Φαβ(x) = −Φβα, which satisfy ΩαβΦαβ(x) = 0. These can be encoded in a traceless scalar
superfield [9]
Wαβ = −Wβα, ΩαβW
αβ = 0 (4)
satisfying the differential equation
(DαAW
βγ)0 := D
α
AW
βγ +
1
5
ΩρσD
ρ
A
(
2ΩαβWσγ − 2ΩαγWσβ + ΩβγWσα
)
= 0 . (5)
This constrains the trace-free part (DαAW
βγ)0 of D
α
AW
βγ to vanish, but the traces are
unconstrained. From the perspective of the conjectured AdS7/CFT correspondence, this
constraint arises as a consistency condition on the embedding of an M5-brane in eleven-
dimensional superspace.
Since DαA and Q
α
A anticommute, D
α
A maps a superfield to a superfield. We can therefore
introduce the spin-half and spin-one superfields ΞαA and HAB respectively [9]. These are
given in terms of the scalar superfield Wαβ(x, θ) by
ΞαA(x, θ) =
2
5
ΩβγD
β
AW
γα , HAB(x, θ) =
1
4
ΩαβD
α
AΞ
β
B .
The leading terms in the θ-expansion of ΞαA and HAB are the spin-half Ψ
α
A and self-dual
gerbe HAB fields respectively. These superfields may be simply combined into a superspace
three-form
H =
1
6
HAB E
AC ∧ ECD ∧ E
BD +
1
2
ΞαAE
AB ∧ EBC ∧ E
C
α +
1
2
Wαβ EAB ∧ E
A
α ∧ E
B
β ,
where we have introduced the one-forms
EAB := dxAB + Ωαβθ
Bα dθAβ , EAα := Ωαβ dθ
Aβ ,
so that
D : = dxAB∇AB + dθ
Aα ∂
∂θAα
= EAB∇AB + E
A
αD
α
A .
Using these definitions and the constraint equation (5), it is simple task to show that the
leading components Φαβ , ΨαA, and HAB of the superfields W
αβ , ΞαA and HAB respectively
exhaust the possible independent components of the on-shell supermultiplet. One way of
seeing this is to observe the closure of the relations [9]
DαAW
βγ = −ΩαβΞγA + Ω
αγΞβA −
1
2
ΩβγΞαA , D
α
AΞ
β
B = 2∇ABW
αβ − ΩαβHAB ,
DαAHBC = ∇ABΞ
α
C +∇ACΞ
α
B .
The super-three form then satisfies
DH = 0 .
Thus it is natural to consider a super-two-form potential B such that H = DB. In section
five we shall see how the superfield components of such a two-form arise naturally from
twistor theory.
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3.2 (2,0) Supertwistors
Reflecting the fact that six-dimensional twistors are the fundamental representation of the
six-dimensional conformal group SO(2,6), we would like to define six-dimensional super-
twistors to be in the fundamental representation of the six-dimensional superconformal group
SO(2,6|4). A supertwistor space with this requirement was described by [7, 8], in which the
supertwistor space Q ⊂ CP7|4 has coordinates
ZI =

 ωApiA
ηα

 ,
where the ηα are four anti-commuting grassman coordinates and α = 1, 2, 3, 4 is an R-
symmetry index. The superquadric condition
Z2 = ωApiA −
1
2
Ωαβη
αηβ = 0 , (6)
then follows naturally from the incidence relations
ωA = xABpiB +
1
2
Ωαβθ
AαθBβpiB , η
α = θαApiA . (7)
These incidence relations describe, for a fixed point in superspace (xAB, θAα), a CP3 ⊂ Q as
in the bosonic case. Using the incidence relations (7), the (2,0) generators can be described
on twistor space by the linear operators (3)
QαA = −Ω
αβpiA
∂
∂ηβ
+ ηα
∂
∂ωA
. (8)
A twistor description of the remaining generators of the superconformal algebra were found,
for example, in [7]. These generators preserve the superquadric (6) as expected. We will see
later that the operators DαA, which play a key role in the direct Penrose transform, do not
directly descend to operators on (2, 0) supertwistor space.
3.3 Twistor Superfields
Now that we have the basic geometric set-up, we can consider supersymmetric field theories
on this space constructed from elements of H3(−n − 4) and H2(n − 2). In this section we
will consider twistor superfields constructed from H3(−n − 4) representatives, leaving the
discussion of H2 twistor superfields to section five. The most general H3 twistor superfield
can be expanded in powers of the anti-commuting ηα to give
G(ω, pi, η) = h˜(ω, pi) + ψ˜α(ω, pi) η
α +
1
2
Sαβ(ω, pi) η
α ηβ +
1
3!
ψα(ω, pi) εαβλρ η
β ηλ ηρ
+
1
4!
h(ω, pi) εαβλρ η
α ηβ ηλ ηρ ,
where we require that the bosonic coefficients all take values in H3(Q;O(−n − 4)), each
according to the spin n/2 of the space-time fields they describe. The superfield then has
overall projective weight −2.
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An important feature is that the cohomology groups H3(Q′,O(−2)) = H3(Q′,O(−3)) =
0 [16] so that the first two terms will not contribute to the on-shell degrees of freedom of
the superfield. They nevertheless have to be present in any off-shell description if we wish
to make manifest the full supersymmetry.
The fact that h˜ and ψ˜α carry no on-shell physical information, and may therefore be omit-
ted, simplifies the form of the superfield. Further simplification may be seen by considering
the R-symmetry decomposition: 6→ 5⊕ 1, of the weight −4 field Sαβ in G
Sαβ(ω, pi) := φαβ(ω, pi) +
1
4
Ωαβ S(ω, pi) ,
where Ωαβφ
αβ(ω, pi) = 0. The superfield G(ω, pi, η) then includes the terms 1
2
φαβ(ω, pi) η
α ηβ+
1
8
S(ω, pi) ηαηα. Restricting the physical on-shell fields to lie on the superquadric Z2 = 0,
the on-shell superfield includes the terms 1
2
φαβ(ω, pi) η
α ηβ + S˘(ω, pi), for a bosonic field
S˘(ω, pi) = −1
4
S(ω, pi)ωApiA ∈ H3(PT;O(−2)). Again, this cohomology is trivial and we can
ignore the contribution given by S˘. The only physical scalar degrees of freedom are the five
representatives φαβ(ω, pi) which satisfy Ωαβφ
αβ(ω, pi) = 0. The superfield (9) thus contains
a lot of superfluous information and the physical content may be described equivalently by
the truncated superfield
G(ω, pi, η) =
1
2
φαβ(ω, pi) η
α ηβ +
1
3!
ψα(ω, pi) εαβλρ η
β ηλ ηρ +
1
4!
h(ω, pi) εαβλρ η
α ηβ ηλ ηρ .
The equations of motion ∂¯G = 0 are then equivalent the appropriate zero rest mass field
equations via the direct Penrose transform3
HAB(x) =
∮
Sx
D3pi piApiB h(ω, pi), Ψ
α
A(x) =
∮
Sx
D3pi piA ψ
α(ω, pi),
Φαβ(x) =
∮
Sx
D3pi φαβ(ω, pi) . (9)
The integrals are taken over the Sx = CP
3 defined by the incidence relation (1). By virtue
of the Penrose transform, these fields satisfy the equations of motion ∇ACHCB(x) = 0,
∇ABΨαB(x) = 0 and ✷Φ
αβ(x) = 0.
4 The Supersymmetric Penrose Transform
We wish to construct an integral transform which incorporates each of the bosonic Penrose
transforms (9) in a manifestly supersymmetric way so that we can directly relate the twistor
superfield G(Z) to the superspace superfieldWαβ(x, θ). The supersymmetric incidence rela-
tions (7) identify a point in complexified superspace with a CP3 in supertwistor space with
the standard projective measure D3pi := εABCDpiA dpiB dpiC dpiD of projective weight +4. The
space-time super field is a projective invariant so, in order to integrate against D3pi, we need
an object of weight -4. However, the obvious quantity ∂2G/∂ηα∂ηβ involves derivatives off
the super quadric (6) into the ambient space and leads to an ill-defined answer. Instead we
will use DαA, but this does not descend to twistor space, and so we will have to work on the
correspondence space F9|16 with coordinates (x, θ, pi) as follows.
3Where φαβ(ω, pi) = 1
2
εαβλρφλρ(ω, pi).
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The correspondence space F9|16 ⊂ Q6|4 ×M6|16 is defined by the incidence relations (7)
and inherits from this embedding the double fibration
F9|16
µ
{{①①
①①
①①
①①
①
ν
$$
❍❍
❍❍
❍❍
❍❍
❍
Q6|4 M6|16
The fibres of the ν fibration are CP3’s and the fibres of the µ fibration are super-α-planes,
locally C3|12. We can think of F9|16 as the projective spin bundle over superspaceM6|16 with
coordinates (x, θ, [pi]). The projection ν is then simply forgetting the [pi] coordinate, and the
projection µ is given by mapping to the (ωA, piA, η
α) determined by the super incidence
relations (7).
On F9|16 the fibres of µ are spanned by the operators
DαAB := pi[A∂
α
B] + θ
αCpi[A∇B]C , Π
A := piB∇
AB . (10)
Thus a function G pulled back from twistor space is characterized by DαABG(Z) = 0, and
ΠAG(Z) = 0 so that the correspondence space F9|16 may be recovered from Q6|4×M6|16 as
the distribution on which ΠA and DαAB vanish.
4.1 An integral representation of the direct Penrose Transform
We now turn to the question of how to construct the correct object of projective weight -4
on F9|16 from the lift of the twistor superfield G(Z) from Q6|4. Once we have this object, we
can integrate over the CP3 fibres to obtain a superfield on complexified superspace. When
acting on functions G on F that are pulled back from twistor space, so G = G(Z), we
can use the incidence relations (7) to write the action of translation and super-translation
generators on G in terms of coordinates on supertwistor space. Explicitly we have
∇ABG = −
1
2
(
piA
∂
∂ωB
− piB
∂
∂ωA
)
G ,
and
∂
∂θAα
G =
(
piA
∂
∂ηα
+
1
2
Ωαβη
β ∂
∂ωA
+
1
2
ΩαβpiAθ
Bβ ∂
∂ωB
)
G
so that we recover the expression (3) for the supersymmetry generator. The story is a little
more complicated for the superspace covariant derivatives, which may be written as
DαAG = −piA
(
Ωαβ
∂
∂ηβ
+ θBα
∂
∂ωB
)
G .
This does not descend to twistor space, as it explicitly depends on superspace coordinate θ;
however, DαAG does make sense on the product space Q
6|4×M6|16 and on the correspondence
space F9|16. When acting on a twistor function G (a function of ω, pi and η only) we can
peel off the piA factor and define a derivative DαG such that DαAG = piAD
αG where
Dα = −Ωαβ
∂
∂ηβ
− θBα
∂
∂ωB
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and DαG is unambiguous if G is a twistor function, in the sense that the derivative is tangent
to Q6|4, although DαG no longer lives on twistor space, but on F9|16. If we try to define a
second derivative DαDβG there is no way to peel off the piA factor in DαAD
βG since DαG is
not a twistor function as it now depends explicitly on θAα. However, we see that
pi[AD
α
B]D
βG = −Ωαβpi[A
∂
∂ωB]
G ,
and so, if we consider only the traceless part of DαAD
βG, we find(
δαβρσ +
1
4
ΩαβΩρσ
)
DρAD
σG = piAD
αβG
and the factor of piA can now be removed leading to the definition of an invariant second
order operator G→ DαβG. Explicitly we have
Dαβ := Pαβρσ
(
ΩργΩσδ
∂2
∂ηγ∂ηδ
− 2Ωγ[ρθσ]A
∂2
∂ηγ∂ωA
+ θAρθBσ
∂2
∂ωA∂ωB
)
.
where we have introduced the projections
Pαβρσ := δ
αβ
ρσ +
1
4
ΩαβΩρσ , P˜
αβ
ρσ := −
1
4
ΩαβΩρσ
such that Pαβρσ Ω
ρσ = 0 = Pαβρσ Ωαβ , P˜
αβ
ρσ Ω
ρσ = Ωαβ , and P˜αβρσ Ωαβ = Ωρσ. The projector P
αβ
ρλ
satisfies the following useful identity
Ω[ρ|σP
στ
|ǫλ] =
5
4
Ω[ρǫδ
τ
λ] . (11)
The object DαβG(Z) is of projective weight -4 and satisfies the condition ΩαβDαβG(Z) =
0 by construction. A candidate for a manifestly supersymmetric integral form of the Penrose
transform is therefore
Wαβ(x, θ) = κ
∮
Sx
D3pi DαβG(ω, pi, η)
where κ is a constant. The integrand is defined on the correspondence space F9|16 ⊂ Q6|4 ×
M6|16 and integrated over the CP3 fibre Sx over the superspace point (x, θ) in M6|16.
We can expand the superfield in θ and, given the integral transforms for the bosonic
components, obtain the components of the correct θ expansion for the superfield Wαβ . We
carry out this procedure to O(θ2) in the the Appendix and show that, with the conventions
used here, the leading term in the superfield expansion is the scalar field Φαβ if we choose
κ = −1. Our proposal for the (2,0)-supersymmetric direct Penrose transform is thus
Wαβ(x, θ) = −
∮
Sx
D3pi DαβG(ω, pi, η) (12)
We have already seen that the scalar superfield Wαβ(x, θ) constructed in this way satisfies
the algebraic constraint in (4). In the next section we prove that this integral transform
gives a superfield that also satisfies the differential constraint (5).
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4.2 Superfield constraints
In order to prove4 that the proposed integral transform (12) gives the correct space-time
superfield, we must show that the Wαβ satisfies the differential constraint (5). For our
purposes, it is useful to write (5) as
DαAW
βγ(x, θ)−
4
5
Ωαδ Pβγδτ DAσW
στ (x, θ) = 0 ,
and we will show that this constraint naturally follows from (12) by taking the deriva-
tives under the integral and showing that the integrand then vanishes. If we consider now
PρσβγD
α
AD
β
BD
γ
CG(ω, pi, η) on F , we observe on the one hand that it is a multiple of piBpiC from
the discussion of the previous subsection.
DαAD
βDγG(ω, pi, η) =
(
−piAD
αDβDγ + 2Ω[β|τΩα|γ]
∂2
∂ητ∂ωA
+ 2Ωα[γθβ]B
∂2
∂ωA∂ωB
)
G(ω, pi, η)
from this we see that
DαAD
ρσG(ω, pi, η) = Pρσβγ
(
−piAD
αDβDγ + 3Ω[β|τΩ|αγ]
∂2
∂ητ∂ωA
+ 3Ω[αγθβ]B
∂2
∂ωA∂ωB
)
G(ω, pi, η)
(13)
where we note the fact that the term in parentheses is anti-symmetric in the α, β, γ indices,
since the additional two terms that have been included are projected out by Pρσβγ , hence
lifting 4
5
ΩρσΩ
αδ Pβγδτ D
ρ
AW
στ to Q6|4 ×M9|16 gives
4
5
ΩαδPβγδτ Ω[ρ|σP
στ
|ǫλ]D
ρ
AD
ǫDλG(ω, pi, η) = ΩαδPβγ
δ[λΩρǫ]D
ρ
AD
ǫDλG(ω, pi, η)
where the identity (11) has been used to give the expression on the right hand side. Finally,
using the fact that Pβγ[δλΩρǫ] = 0 we can rewrite P
βγ
δ[λΩρǫ] as P
βγ
[ǫλΩρ]δ, so that
4
5
ΩρσΩ
αδPβγδτ D
ρ
AD
στG(ω, pi, η) = −DαAD
βγG(ω, pi, η)
Imposing the incidence relations (7) and integrating over the CP3 fibres then gives the
supersymmetry constraint equation (5).
5 A Superfield for H2(n− 2) representatives
The direct Penrose transform (12) gives a manifestly supersymmetric map from H3 twistor
representatives to components of the space-time superfield. In [4] a description of a self-dual
gerbe, chiral spinor and scalar field - the components of the (2, 0) multiplet - was given in
terms of elements of H2(Q;O(n − 2)), where n/2 is the spin of the field in question. The
H2(Q;O(n− 2)) fields are related to their H3(Q;O(−n− 4)) counterparts by [4]
∂¯b(ω, pi) =
1
3!
(ω · pi)3h(ω, pi) , ∂¯χα(ω, pi) = −
1
2!
(ω · pi)2ψα(ω, pi) ,
4The algebraic constraint (4) is automatically satisfied by the inclusion of the projector Pαβρσ in the
definition of Dαβ .
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∂¯ϕαβ(ω, pi) = (ω · pi)φαβ(ω, pi) , (14)
where {h, ψ, φ} ∈ H3(Q;O(−n − 4)) and {b, χ, ϕ} ∈ H2(Q;O(n − 2)) and convenient con-
stants of proportionality have been chosen. In addition to the superfield G(ω, pi, η) already
considered, we may introduce a superfield C(ω, pi, η) of projective weight zero,
C(ω, pi, η) = b(ω, pi) + χα(ω, pi) η
α +
1
2
ϕαβ(ω, pi) η
α ηβ , (15)
the bosonic components of which give the H2(Q,O(n − 2)) description of the linear (2, 0)
theory. Note that we could, in principle, introduce terms at order η3 and η4. Indeed, such
terms would be required for off-shell closure of the supersymmetry algebra; however, most of
our considerations here will be on-shell and we do not consider these extra redundant terms.
We can derive the space-time superfields from C(Z) directly via an indirect Penrose
transform. This transform, which does not have a straightforward integral representation in
six dimensions, gives a space-time potential for the superfields.
A potential for the HAB(x, θ) superfield arises from C(Z) by an argument similar to that
for recovering the self-dual gerbe HAB(x) from the twistor representative b(Z) ∈ H2(Q′;O)
(see the Appendix of [4] and also [5]) which we restrict a point on superspace, by choosing a
CP
3 ∈ Q. Using similar arguments, we shall propose a relation between the twistor superfield
C(Z) and the spacetime superfield Wαβ .
Let f(Z) denote an element from the set of components {b(Z), χα(Z), ϕαβ(Z)} of the
superfield C(Z) given by (15). Following [17] the components f can be understood via Cˇech
cohomology: let [f ] be a representative of Hˇ2(n− 2) and {Ui} a Leray cover5 of Q. We then
have a family of functions of homogeneity degree n − 2, [f ] = {fijk} defined on the triple
intersection
fijk : Ui ∩ Uj ∩ Uk → C
∗ , fijkfjklfkliflij = 1.
Restricting to Sx = CP
3, Hˇ2(n− 2) = 0 for n = 0, 1, 2 and so we can write
fijk = aijajkaki .
We can do this for each component of the superfield (15) so that, on restriction to Sx, we
have
logCijk = logAij + logAjk + logAki , (16)
where logAij includes contributions from each of the components aij restricted to Ui ∩ Uj .
We note that Cijk is defined on Q6|4 and may be lifted to the correspondence space F9|16 =
{(x, θ, [pi]) ∈ C6|16 × CP3} where, by virtue of being pulled back from supertwistor space, it
satisfies
µ∗
(
ΠACijk
)
= 0 , µ∗ (DαABCijk) = 0 .
If we think of F9|16 as a double fibration, ΠA and DαAB are differential operators along the
fibres of the µ fibres (10). In contrast, Aij = Aij(x, pi, θ) is not pulled back from supertwistor
space6 and so µ∗
(
ΠAAij
)
and µ∗ (DαABAij) are not zero. It is useful to define AijAB
α =
DαAB logAij, and differentiating (16) we obtain
AijAB
α + AjkAB
α + AkiAB
α = 0 .
5A Leray cover is one for which the open sets have no cohomology so that the Cˇech cohomology agrees
with the standard cohomology.
6Assuming the components [f ] were not trivial.
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It is also the case [16] that Hˇ1(Sx;O
∗) = 0 and so there exist λαiAB such that
AijAB
α = λαiAB − λ
α
jAB . (17)
Furthermore, we can use the fact that
Pαβρλ {D
ρ
AB, D
λ
CD} = 0 (18)
to differentiate (17) and obtain
Pαβρλ (D
λ
ABλ
ρ
iCD −D
λ
CDλ
ρ
iAB) = P
αβ
ρλ (D
λ
ABλ
ρ
jCD −D
λ
CDλ
ρ
jAB) := S
αβ
AB:CD .
The left and right hand sides of the first equality are defined on different patches (Ui and Uj)
but are equal. From this we infer the existence of the globally defined field SαβAB:CD which
is homogenous of degree two in piA. S
αβ
AB:CD is antisymmetric in each pair of indices [AB]
and [CD] and is also pairwise antisymmetric. We can express the pi dependence in SαβAB:CD
explicitly as
SαβAB:CD = piApiCB
αβ
BD − piBpiCB
αβ
AD + piBpiDB
αβ
AC − piApiDB
αβ
BC ,
in terms of a space-time potential BαβAB = −B
αβ
BA, which satisfies ΩαβB
αβ
AB = 0. This field is
a potential for the scalar superfield
Wαβ(x, θ) = ∇ABBαβAB(x, θ)
Similar constructions can be used to find potentials BαABC and B
A
B using [Π
A, DαBC ] = 0
and [ΠA,ΠB] = 0 respectively, in place of (18). These potentials are then related to spin-
half and spin-one superfields as ΞαA ∼ ∇
BCBαABC and HAB ∼ ∇(A|CB
C
|B) with appropriate
normalisations.
We expect the C(Z) superfield to describe the same space-time physics as the G(Z)
superfield. The two can clearly be related by composing direct and indirect Penrose trans-
forms; however, we can find a more direct relationship between the superfields if we consider
the obstructions to extending C(Z) off the superquadric Q. The notion of extending a field
off the quadric can be made precise by considering formal neighbourhoods of the quadric
[18, 19, 20, 21], that is by introducing an auxiliary parameter ξ, which acts as a coordinate
along a direction off the quadric and into the ambient CP7|4. We then allow the field to
depend on this coordinate in a limited way. In particular, an extension of the field into the
N ’th formal neighbourhood of the quadric allows the field to have a polynomial dependence
on ξ up to and including order N . To enforce this we require ξN+1 = 0, so it is particularly
useful to think of ξ as a Grassmann coordinate. In the case at hand, we consider the super-
field G on the second formal neighbourhood of Q6|4, were we introduce additional grassmann
coordinates ξ such that
Z2 = ξ2 and ξn = 0 where n > 3
then
ω · pi = ξ2 +
1
2
Ωαβη
αηβ , (ω · pi)2 = ξ2Ωαβη
αηβ +
1
12
εαβλρη
αηβηληρ ,
(ω · pi)3 =
1
4
ξ2 εαβλρη
αηβηληρ ,
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and (ω · pi)n = 0 for n > 3.
Given the formal neighbourhood relations (14) we can evaluate ∂¯C on the second formal
neighbourhood of Q6|4
∂¯C =
1
6
(ω · pi)3h−
1
2
(ω · pi)2Ωαβψβη
α +
1
2
(ω · pi)φαβ η
α ηβ ,
then, using εαβλρ = 3Ω[αβΩλρ] and φ[αβΩλρ] ∼ εαβλρ(Ω · φ) = 0, the above expression for ∂¯C
may be written in terms of the superfield expansion in powers of η
∂¯C = ξ2
(
1
2
φαβ(Z) η
α ηβ +
1
6
ψα(Z) εαβγδ η
β ηγ ηδ +
1
24
h(Z) εαβγδ η
α ηβ ηγ ηδ
)
.
We recognise the expression in parenthesis as the η expansion of G(Z). Thus, on the second
formal neighbourhood, the superfields G and C are related by
∂¯C = Z2G . (19)
This is the supersymmetric analogue of the bosonic relations (14).
6 Supertwistor actions
As a first step towards constructing twistor actions for linear chiral supersymmetric the-
ories, we consider the problem of finding an action for the linear self-dual gerbe HAB(x).
This field is described in twistor space by either the representatives of either H2(Q;O) or
H3(Q;O(−6)), via the indirect and direct Penrose transforms respectively. To construct
twistor actions it is most convenient to use Dolbeault representatives of the cohomology
classes H2(n − 2) and H3(−n − 4). Introducing the (0, 2)- and (0, 3)-forms b(Z) and h(Z)
respectively, we can write an action in twistor space for the linear self-dual gerbe
S =
∫
CP7
D7Z ∧ δ¯(Z2) ∧ h ∧ ∂¯ b ,
where δ¯(Z2) = ∂¯(Z−2) is a (0, 1)-form of projective weight -2 and D7Z = εα0α2....α7Z
α0∂Zα1∧
...∧ ∂Zα7 = D3pi d4ω is the natural projective (7, 0) form on CP7 of weight +8. h is a (0, 3)-
form of weight -6 and b is a (0, 2)-form of weight 0, so this action is well-defined. The action
has the gauge symmetry
b→ b+ ∂¯λ , h→ h+ ∂¯Λ ,
where λ(Z) and Λ(Z) are arbitrary (0, 1)- and (0, 2)-forms respectively. Varying the action
with respect to either b or h gives the condition that b and h are holomorphic which, in
addition to the gauge symmetry, ensures that b ∈ H2(Q;O) or h ∈ H3(Q;O(−6)), and so,
by virtue of the Penrose transform (9), describe an on-shell self-dual gerbe.
We can pick out the twistor space for real (compactified) Minkowski space in M as the
sub-space of Q for which Z · Zˆ = 0, where Zˆ denotes quaternionic conjugation on the spinor
components. An action corresponding to a linear self-dual gerbe theory on Minkowski space
is then
S =
∫
CP7|
Z·Zˆ=0
D7Z ∧ δ¯(Z2) ∧ t ∧ ∂¯ b , (20)
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for some twistor field t. The equations on motion imply that b ∈ H2(Q;O) as it should and
t ∈ H2(Q;O(−4)); however, H2(Q;O(−4)) = 0 and so t has no on-shell degrees of freedom
and acts simply as a Lagrange multiplier, constraining b to lie in H2(Q;O).
Let us now consider the supersymmetric extension. We consider general (0, 2)- and (0, 3)-
form superfields C(ω, pi, η) and G(ω, pi, η) respectively. A natural supersymmetric action is
S =
∫
Y
D7|4Z ∧ δ¯(Z2) ∧G ∧ ∂¯ C , (21)
where Y ⊂ CP7|4 is a (14|4) (real) dimensional space such that η¯α = 0 and D7|4Z =
D3pi d4ω d4η. The action is invariant under the gauge symmetries
C → C + ∂¯λ , G→ G+ ∂¯Λ ,
where λ and Λ are now superfields. The equation of motion for G arising from this action
are
∂¯G = 0, ∂¯C = 0 ,
so that, if we expand G and C in powers of η, the bosonic coefficients take values in
H3(Q,O(−n− 4)) and H2(Q,O(n− 2)) respectively.
6.1 (4,0) Superconformal Theory
Up until now we have been concerned with spin-one gerbes, here we extend our considerations
to spin-two fields. The on-shell graviton is given by the field strength Ψab
a˙b˙
which has six
degrees of freedom, as we would expect; however, the spin-two field strength Gabcd arising
from the direct Penrose transform
GABCD =
∮
Sx
D3pi piApiBpiCpiD g(ω, pi) (22)
has five on-shell degrees of freedom. Furthermore GABCD is a chiral field, whereas the
graviton is not. This spin-two field appearing from twistor space is clearly not describing
linearised Einstein gravity, but a more exotic six-dimensional relative. It is conjectured that
there exists a superconformal (4, 0) theory in six-dimensions [11, 12, 22, 23] which includes
just such a field. The novelty of this theory is that the spin-two field is not a graviton and
is not thought to give rise to a conventional, geometric, theory of gravitation. Rather, the
spin-two field is given by a tensor Cµνλρ with the symmetries of the Riemann tensor and
field strength
Gµνλρση = 3∂µ∂[νCλρ]ση + 3∂η∂[νCλρ]µσ + 3∂σ∂[νCλρ]ηµ
which is self-dual
Gµνλabc = εabcdefGµνλ
def
In terms of spinor notation, the five physical degrees of freedom are given by a completely
symmetric field CAB
CD with (linearised) manifestly self-dual field strength
GABCD = ∇(A|M∇|B|NC|CD)
MN
This field, with 5 on-shell ‘gravi-gerbe’ degrees of freedom, is the highest spin member of the
(4, 0) multiplet, which includes; 32 ‘non-geometric gravigerbini’ ΨαABC , 81 self-dual gerbes
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HαβAB, 96 gerbini λ
αβρ
A , and 42 scalars Φ
αβρσ. α, β, ρ, σ = 1, 2, ..8 are SU(8) R-symmetry
indices. At the linearised level, a dimensional reduction on a circle to five dimensions yields
the linearised form of the conventional Einstein maximal supergravity in five dimensions and
it is conjectured that there exists a non-linear (4, 0) theory in six-dimensions which gives
rise to the full Einstein supergravity in five dimensions [22]. It is not clear what the full
non-linear (4, 0) theory should look like but it is expected that the interactions will not be
of a conventional field-theoretic type but rather should be based on yet to be identified M-
Theoretic principles. In this section we consider only the linearised form of the (4, 0) theory
in supertwistor space.
The spin two field may be described in terms of the conventional Penrose transform (22)
where g(ω, pi) ∈ H3(Q;O(−8)) and it is straightforward to show that a representative of
H2(Q;O(+2)) will give a description of this field in terms of a potential CABCD, modulo
gauge-invariance, from the indirect Penrose transform. Similar expressions exist for the other
fields in the (4, 0) multiplet. A natural on-shell superfield for the (4, 0) multiplet is7
G = g (η8) + ψα (η7)α + h
αβ (η6)αβ + λ
αβλ (η5)αβλ + φ
αβλρ (η4)αβλρ ,
where
Ωαβh
αβ = 0 , Ωαβλ
αβλ = 0 , ΩαβΦ
αβλρ = 0 ,
and Ωαβ = −Ωαβ is now the invariant of the R-symmetry group SU(8). These conditions
impose one, eight and twenty-eight constraints on hαβ, λαβρ and Φαβρσ respectively, giving
the correct number of on-shell degrees of freedom once we perform a Penrose transform on
these twistor functions. We can also consider an H2(Q,O(n − 2)) description of the super
multiplet in terms of a twistor superfield of projective weight +2
C = C +Ψα η
α +
1
2
bαβ η
αηβ +
1
3!
λαβλ η
αηβηλ +
1
4!
Φαβλρ η
αηβηληρ ,
with similar constraints on the bosonic field components. Actions akin to those given for
the (2, 0) case may be constructed
S =
∫
Y
DZ7|8 ∧ δ¯(Z2) ∧ G ∧ ∂¯C ,
and one expects a condition, from the second formal neighbourhood
∂¯C = Z2G
to hold in this case also, where now C(Z) is of homogeneity +2 and G(Z) is of homogeneity
zero.
7 Discussion
We have provided a description, in terms of supertwistor geometry of linearised conformal
field theories in six-dimensions. Our main motivation was to gain some insight on the (2,0)
conformal theory; however, the ideas presented here also generalise to the (4,0), maximally
7As in the (2, 0) case, the off-shell superfield appearing in the action will have extra terms required by
the off-shell closure of the superalgebra.
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supersymmetric theory. In principle, it should not be too hard to generalise the integral
Penrose transform (12) to the (4,0) case to find a space-time superfield
Rαβλρ(x, θ) = κ
∮
Sx
D3pi DαβλρG(ω, pi, η) ,
which encodes the fields of the (4,0) multiplet, where Dαβλρ ∼ Pαβλρσδǫη D
σDδDǫDρ and Pαβλρσδǫη
is a projector than ensures that any contraction of Rαβλρ with the the R-symmetry invariant
tensor Ω will vanish and DαAG = piAD
αG if G is a supertwistor field where DαA is (4,0)
supercovariant derivative. In principle, the differential constraint that such an Rαβλρ(x, θ)
should satisfy should follow from this construction; however, we have not investigated this
possibility.
The constructions considered in this article have an obvious formal generalisation to
(2N, 0) linearised theories (interacting theories with massless fields of spin higher than two
are problematic), where the highest spin field has spin n and field strength given by
FA1A2...A2N =
∮
Sx
D3pi piA1piA2 ...piA2N f(ω, pi) .
where f(ω, pi) ∈ H3(Q;O(−n− 4)). Alternatively the field may be described by a potential,
modulo gauge, as f ∈ H2(Q;O(n− 2)). The action for the linearised theory in this general
case is the same as that for the (2, 0) and (4, 0) theories; however, any speculative interaction
terms one might consider will differ for each N . One may formally construct a superfield of
homogeneity 2N − 4
F =
4N−2∑
k=0
fα1α2...αk (η4N−k)α1α2...αk , where (η
4N−k)α1α2...αk :=
1
k!
εα1...αk...α4nη
αk+1...ηα4N
We can also consider a weight 2N − 2 superfield
A =
N∑
k=0
1
k!
Aα1...αkη
α1 ...ηαk ,
and a topological action
S =
∫
DZ7|2N ∧ δ¯(Z2) ∧ F ∧ ∂¯A ,
where
DZ7|2N = D3pi d4ω dη2N .
and whose equation of motion ensures that A and F are holomorphic. Many of the results
given in the previous sections for the (2, 0) theory generalise to (2N, 0) supersymmetry.
It would be interesting to see if these ideas can be usefully applied to study higher spin
field theory. In particular, one might expect such ideas to play a role in any proposed
unbroken superconformal phase of M-Theory. Finally, we should express the hope that the
considerations presented here might provide a useful framework in constructing interacting
(2,0) and possibly even (4,0) conformal theories [24, 25, 26]. In this article we have restricted
our considerations to field theories. If these ideas are to have application to understanding
interacting theories, one may be forced to consider a generalisation of the known twistor
string theories [1, 27, 28] to have any hope of describing say the dynamics, say of little string
theories [29, 30, 31], in a twistorial setting.
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A Recovering the component form of the space-time
superfield
That Wαβ satisfies the constraints (4) and (5) is sufficient to identify Wαβ as the (2, 0)
superfield; however, It is still informative to see precisely how the complicated superspace
component expansion arises naturally from the very simple integral formula for the Penrose
transform (12). In particular, we find that the superquadric geometry of Q6|4 explains why
the space-time description of the six-dimensional superfield is so much more complicated than
that of the N = 4 superfield in four dimensions, even though the component superfields on
supertwistor space are of comparable complexity. We start with the (0, 3)-form superfield
G(ω, pi, η) =
1
2
φαβ(ω, pi) η
α ηβ +
1
6
ψα(ω, pi) εαβγδ η
β ηγ ηδ +
1
24
h(ω, pi) εαβγδ η
α ηβ ηγ ηδ
We shall only consider the superfield to order θ2; however, the general procedure for deter-
mining the full superfield expansion will be made clear. The relevant terms arise from
−DαβG(ω, pi, η) = −Pαβλρ
(
ΩλσΩργ
∂2
∂ησ∂ηγ
G(ω, pi, η)− 2ΩλσθAρ
∂2
∂ωA∂ησ
(
1
2
φij(ω, pi)η
iηj + ...
)
+ ...
)
where +... denote terms that give rise toO(θ3) terms in the space-time superfield. Expanding
this expression out
−DαβG(ω, pi, η) = Pαβλρ
(
φλρ + 2
(
δλρij +
1
2
ΩλρΩij
)
ψi(ω, pi)ηj +
(
δλρij +
1
2
ΩλρΩij
)
h(ω, pi) ηiηj
−2ΩλσθAρ∂A φσl(ω, pi) η
l + ...
)
.
Using the properties of Pαβλρ , this simplifies to
−DαβG(ω, pi, η) = Pαβλρ
(
φλρ(ω, pi) + 2ψλ(ω, pi)ηρ + h(ω, pi) ηληρ − 2ΩλσθAρ∂Aφσl(ω, pi)η
l + ...
)
.
Each of the component fields φαβ(ω, pi), ψα(ω, pi) and h(ω, pi) depend on θAα via the incidence
relations (7). The full superfield Wαβ(x, θ) is given by imposing the incidence relations on
−DαβG(ω, pi, η) so that all explicit ω- and η-dependences are removed, expanding about
θAα = 0 and finally integrating over the CP3 fibres of F9|16.
Imposing the incidence relations (7) and expanding in powers of θ, using
φαβ(ω, pi) = φαβ(x, pi)−
1
2
Ωρλθ
AρθBλpi(A∂B)φ
αβ(x, pi) + ... ,
and keeping only terms of order θ2, gives
−DαβG(ω, pi, η) = Pαβλρ
(
φλρ(x, pi) + 2ψλ(x, pi)piAθ
Aρ + h(x, pi) piApiBθ
AλθBρ
−2Ω[λ|σθA|ρ]θBlpiB∂Aφσl(x, pi)−
1
2
Ωijθ
AiθBjpi(A∂B)φ
λρ(x, pi) + ...
)
,
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where now each of the bosonic components is a function of (x, pi). We can write the derivative
terms above as
−Pαβλρ Ω
λσΩρkθAiθBj
(
2ΩkipiB∂Aφσj(x, pi) +
1
2
Ωijpi(A∂B)φσk(x, pi)
)
,
which can be written as
−
1
2
Pαβλρ Ω
λσΩρkθAiθBj
(
ΩkipiB∂Aφσj(x, pi)− ΩσipiB∂Aφkj(x, pi)− ΩkjpiA∂Bφσi(x, pi)
+ΩσjpiA∂Bφki(x, pi) + ΩijpiA∂Bφσk(x, pi)
)
. (23)
Using the fact that Ωαβφ
αβ = 0 and Ω[kjφσi] ∼ εkjσiΩαβφαβ we are lead to the six-term
identity
Ωkjφσi + Ωkiφjσ + Ωkσφij − Ωijφσk − Ωσiφjk − Ωjσφik = 0 ,
which can be used to re-write the last three terms in (23) to give
−
1
2
Pαβλρ Ω
λσΩρkθAiθBj
(
4Ωσipi[A∂B]φkj(x, pi) + ΩkσpiA∂Bφij(x, pi)
)
. (24)
The last term of (24) is pure trace and vanishes upon contraction with Pαβλρ , leaving
−DαβG(ω, pi, η) = Pαβλρ
(
φλρ(x, pi) + 2piA ψ
λ(x, pi)θAρ + piApiB h(x, pi) θ
AλθBρ
− 2θAσ θ
B
l Ω
[λ|σpi[A∂B]φ
|ρ]l(x, pi) + ...
)
. (25)
Integrating over CP3 fibres of the ν fibration with homogenous coordinates piA and using the
Penrose transforms (9), we have (12)
Wαβ(x, θ) = Pαβλρ
(
Φλρ(x) + 2ΨλA(x)θ
Aρ +HAB(x) θ
AλθBρ + 2θAσ θ
B
l Ω
[λ|σ∇ABΦ
|ρ]l(x) + ...
)
,
which may be written in the more conventional form
Wαβ(x, θ) = Φαβ(x) + θAλ
(
ΩαλΨβA(x)− Ω
βλΨαA(x)−
1
2
ΩαβΨλA(x)
)
+θAλ θ
B
ρ
((
ΩαλΩβρ −
1
4
ΩαβΩλρ
)
HAB(x) + Ω
αλ∇ABΦ
βρ(x)− Ωβλ∇ABΦ
αρ(x)
)
+O(θ3)
which is the correct expansion of the superfield. Terms of higher order in θ can also be found
in this way.
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